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t. Etna (Italy), are commonly subject to repeated cycles of stress over time due to
the combination of magma emplacement from deep reservoirs to shallow depths and superimposed tectonic
stresses. Such repeated stress cycles lead to anisotropic deformation and an increase in the level of crack
damage within the rocks of the edifice and hence changes to their elastic moduli, which are a key parameter
for reliable modelling of deformation sources. We therefore report results of changes in elastic moduli
measured during increasing amplitude cyclic stressing experiments on dry and water-saturated samples of
Etna basalt. In all experiments, the Young's modulus decreased by approximately 30% over the total sequence
of loading cycles, and the Poisson's ratio increased by a factor of approximately 3±0.5. Microseismicity, in
terms of acoustic emission (AE) output, was also recorded throughout each experiment. Our results
demonstrate that AE output only re-commences during any loading cycle when the level of stress where AE
ceased during the unloading portion of the previous cycle is exceeded; a manifestation of the Kaiser stress-
memory effect. In cycles where no AE output was generated, we also observed no change in elastic moduli.
This result holds for both mechanical and thermal stressing. Our results are interpreted in relation to
measurements of volcano-tectonic seismicity and deformation at Mt. Etna volcano.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Elastic moduli are the key parameters for defining relationships
between stress and strain. They determine the distribution and
magnitude of sub-yield stresses, the propagation velocity of elastic
(seismic) waves and can be used to relate strain measurements to in-
situ stresses within the Earth's crust. In volcanic regions, reliable
estimates of mechanical properties and their degradation under
multiple episodes of stressing are crucial to the accurate modelling of
routinely monitored data such as ground deformation, and the
calibration of damage-mechanics criteria for the weakening of rocks
forming volcanic edifices.

Mt. Etna is Europe's largest volcano, and one of the most active on
Earth. It lies near the eastern (Ionian) coast of Sicily (Italy) (Fig. 1).
Mt. Etna is a stratovolcano formed by the superposition of several
volcanic edifices, has a volume of at least 350 km3 and a height of
about 3300 m. It is one of the most densely monitored volcanoes on
the planet and has a documented record of eruptions extending to
several centuries BC. The geological and structural complexity of Mt.
Etna means that the mechanisms bywhichmagma rises to the surface
and drives volcanic eruptions are still not fully understood. However,
ll rights reserved.
volcanic activity on Mt. Etna may be divided into two main types:
(1) persistent activity with episodic paroxysmal events, which
generally occurs at or near the summit and is not preceded by seismic
precursors (e.g. Lombardo and Cardaci, 1994), and (2) cycles of
hazardous flank eruptions (Guest, 1982), which are preceded by
intense seismic activity (Castellano et al., 1997; Vinciguerra et al.,
2001), often including shallow destructive earthquakes (Azzaro et al.,
2000), which indicates the acceleration of brittle failure mechanisms
(Patanè et al., 2004). Over the last 20 years, new technological
developments and denser monitoring networks at Mt. Etna volcano
have provided one of the highest quality volcanological, geophysical
and geochemical data sets for any volcano in the world (Bonaccorso
et al., 2004a). Following the 1991–1993 eruption, the largest effusive
eruption of the 20th century (Patanè et al., 1996), the volcano has
experienced a cycle of intense activity (Allard et al., 2006 and
references therein) evolving from (1) initial recharging of the
plumbing system and inflation, to (2) powerful summit eruptions
and, finally, to (3) a sequence of flank eruptions accompanied by
major slip of the eastern flank and intense fracturing. In this
framework, pre-eruptive patterns defined from seismic fault plane
solutions and deformation events (Bonaccorso et al., 1996; Patanè et
al., 2003, 2006) suggest that magma intrusion has induced strike-slip
faulting within a strongly anisotropic stress field. Importantly, a
number of field andmonitoring based studies have revealed that open
fissures were formed first, and magma was then extruded thorough
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Fig. 1. Location map of Mt. Etna showing main towns and morphological features. The
solid diamond indicates the position of the quarry fromwhich the EB test material was
collected.
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these fissures at a later stage (Tibaldi and Groppelli, 2002; Branca et
al., 2003; Alparone et al., 2004; Carbone and Greco, 2007).

Taken together, these observations suggest that repeated epi-
sodes of deformation can lead, through brittle mechanisms, to an
increase in the level of crack damage within the rocks of the edifice,
and hence to changes in their elastic moduli. Furthermore,
quantifying the mechanical properties, such as the elastic moduli
and strength, of the rocks constituting Mt. Etna volcano's edifice is of
key importance in establishing the reliability of modelled deforma-
tion sources. This is because values for the elastic moduli (in
particular Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio) are essential input
parameters for such models. Previous studies of Mt. Etna volcano
have assumed fixed values of Young's modulus ranging from 50 to
100 GPa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.25 (Cayol and Cornet, 1998;
Bonaccorso and Davis, 1999).

Basaltic rocks from Mt. Etna volcano have been the subject of a
number of mechanical studies in recent years. In an attempt to
characterize fracture propagation, Ciccotti et al. (2000) measured
mode I subcritical crack growth parameters. Also, quantitative investi-
gations of lava flow fracturing dynamics have been pursued through
mechanical tests in both tension (Balme et al., 2004) and compression
(Rocchi et al., 2004) at high temperatures and low pressures. Under
compression, their extrusive basalt exhibited a low strength of around
100 MPa that varied little with confining pressure, and a low Young's
modulus around 40 GPa at temperatures up to 600 °C. Above this
temperature both strength and elastic modulus were observed to
decrease even further (Rocchi et al., 2004). Investigations of the physical
properties of the basalt used in this studyhaveyieldedunexpectedly low
ultrasonic wave velocities and unexpectedly high fluid permeability.
Both observations have been attributed to the presence of a high level of
connected pre-existing microcrack damage (Vinciguerra et al., 2005).
Suchmicrocracks are interpreted as being of thermal origin, since values
of physical properties are not affected by further thermal stressing
(Vinciguerra et al., 2005).

Numerous experimental studies have also shown that, generally for
crystalline rocks, the level ofmicrocrack damage greatly influences both
static (Almet al.,1985;Martin andChandler,1994; Eberhardt et al.,1999;
Lau and Chandler, 2004; Heap and Faulkner, 2008) and dynamic (Birch,
1960,1961;Walsh,1965; Andersonet al.,1974;O'Connell andBudiansky,
1974; Soga et al., 1978; Ayling et al., 1995; Sayers and Kachanov, 1995;
Guéguen and Schubnel, 2003; Reuschlé et al., 2003; Fortin et al., 2005;
Takemura and Oda, 2005) elastic moduli. Therefore, each stress cycle
within a volcanic edifice can result in an increase in the level of crack
damage, as evidenced by the output of seismic energy.

Here, we report results from an experimental study in which we
measured the degradation of elastic moduli during cyclic stressing of
samples of an extrusive basalt from Mt. Etna volcano to increasing
levels of maximum stress. Acoustic emission (AE) output was
recorded continuously during each cycle of each experiment as a
proxy for the onset of increasing crack damage.

2. Material investigated and experimental methodology

Themost representativebasalt fromMt. Etnavolcano is aporphyritic,
intermediate, alkali basalt (Tanguy et al., 1997). The Etna basalt used in
this study (collected from the location indicated in Fig.1, andhereinafter
called EB) has a bulk density of 2700 kg m−3, a connected porosity
(measured with a helium pycnometer) of 4.4% and a total porosity of
4.8%. It is composed of a fine-grained groundmass (~60%), with crystals
of feldspar (25%), pyroxene (8.5%) and olivine (4%). In its as-received
state, EB has an anomalously low ultrasonic P-wave velocity for basalt of
approximately 3.2 km s−1, which exhibits essentially zero anisotropy
under ambient laboratory conditions. These characteristics have been
attributed to an extensive pre-existing network of interconnected
microcracks of thermal origin, caused by the relatively fast cooling rates
of Mt. Etna lava flows (Vinciguerra et al., 2005).

In this study, increasing-amplitude, stress-cycling experiments were
performed on both oven-dry (at 80 °C, see Glover et al., 1995)
(hereinafter referred to as ‘dry’) and water-saturated (hereinafter
referred to as ‘wet’) samples of EB to investigate the evolution of crack
damage and elasticmoduli during cyclic loading. All sampleswere cored
from the same block of material to a diameter of 25 mm and were
precision-ground to 75 mm in length, resulting in a length:diameter
ratio of 3:1 (Mogi, 1966; Hawkes and Mellor, 1970). All experiments
were performed in a servo-controlled, uniaxial loading frame and were
conducted at room temperature. Axial and radial strains were
continuously monitored throughout each experiment using displace-
ment transducers. Output of AE energy, used as a proxymeasure for the
onset of new crack damage, was recorded by a MISTRAS-2001 AE
recording system via a broadband PZT piezoelectric AE transducer
located inside the bottom loading anvil (Fig. 2). The AE transducer has a
high response band over the range from 100 kHz–1 MHz and data was
recorded at a sampling rate of 10 MHz. Cumulative AE energy was
calculated by summing the envelope of each AEwaveform (see Cox and
Meredith, 1993 for a detailed description of the AE recording
methodology). The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2. A
series of constant strain rate (7.0×10−6 s−1) experiments were
performed on dry samples of EB prior to the stress-cycling experiments
in order to determine the unconfined compressive strength (UCS). This
is required to guide the choice of the amplitude and frequency of cycles
during stress-cycling experiments.

During the increasing-amplitude stress-cycling experiments, sam-
ples were first loaded to a maximum stress of 20 MPa at a controlled
strain rate of 7.0×10−6 s−1, and thenunloadedat thesamerate to8MPa.
In each subsequent cycle themaximum stress was increased by 10MPa,
and samples again unloaded to 8 MPa. Stress-cycling was continued in
this way until samples eventually failed. Fig. 3 shows an example of a
loading path for a dry sample that failed on the 14th loading cycle.

3. Results

Fig. 4 shows the stress-strain curves from one of a series of constant
strain rate experiments on EB that yielded a mean UCS of 140±5 MPa.



Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement: (a) elevation showing the loading components and the positions of the axial displacement and AE transducers; (b) plan
view showing the arrangement for measurement of radial displacement.
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Fig. 3. Example of a loading path from an increasing-amplitude, cyclic stressing
experiment on an oven-dry sample of EB that failed during the 14th loading cycle. Strain
rate is indicated on the figure.

Fig. 5. Representative axial and radial stress-strain curves for: (a) oven-dry and
(b) water-saturated EB samples during increasing-amplitude cyclic stressing experi-
ments. The volumetric strain curves have been excluded to aid clarity.
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Fig. 5 shows representative stress–strain curves from cyclic loading
experiments on both dry (Fig. 5a) and wet (Fig. 5b) samples of EB. It is
apparent that the stress-strain response of the rock varies between
loading cycles, and this is most easily seen in the radial strain curves.
Eventually the samples failed, generally by axial splitting as illustrated in
Fig. 6.

Each of the loading portions of the stress-strain curves was fitted
with a third-order polynomial and the static elastic moduli were
calculated from the quasi-linear central portion of each curve using
the method described by Heap and Faulkner (2008). Fig. 7 shows the
calculated values of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio plotted
against cycle number. The elastic response to stress-cycling is similar
for both dry and wet samples. In both cases, Young's modulus is seen
to decrease by about 30%, with Poisson's ratio increasing by 0.29. This
corresponds to a Poisson's ratio increase by a factor of between 2.5 and
3.0 for dry and wet samples respectively, due to their somewhat
different starting values.

AE output from one of the experiments on a dry sample is shown in
Fig. 8, plotted against stress and time. Duringmost cycles, AE output is
observed to commence just prior to the maximum stress on the
previous cycle. In general, we find that AE output re-commences
during any loading cycle at the same level of stress that it ceased
Fig. 4. Plot of uniaxial stress against axial, radial and volumetric strain for an oven-dry
sample of EB deformed under a constant strain rate of 7.0×10−6 s−1 until failure. This
sample failed at approximately 140 MPa.
during the unloading portion of the previous cycle. We also note that
the amount of AE energy emitted during the final loading cycle, where
microcracks link and coalesce to produce the type of macroscopic
failure shown in Fig. 6, is much greater than for any of the preceding
cycles.

4. Discussion

The progressive degradation of sample stiffness that results in the
Young's modulus reduction and Poisson's ratio increase is primarily
attributed to an increase in the level of crack damage within the
samples; either the extension of favourably-oriented, pre-existing
cracks, the propagation of new cracks, or some combination of both.
Each cycle that loads the sample to a higher stress imparts an
additional increment of crack damage to the sample, leading to
increasing amounts of irrecoverable strain.

The evolution of both Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio with
increasing damage level is qualitatively similar to the pattern reported
by Heap and Faulkner (2008) from stress-cycling experiments on
Westerly granite. However, they found that Young's modulus for their
granite samples decreased by a total of about 11%, and Poisson's ratio
increased by a factor of about 1.7 over the total duration of their
uniaxial stress-cycling experiments; considerably less than we
observe for our EB samples. We suggest that EB exhibits a greater



Fig. 7. Evolution of static elastic moduli for: (a) a dry sample of EB and (b) a wet sample
of EB, as a function of cycle number, during increasing-amplitude, cyclic stressing
experiments.

Fig. 8. Output of acoustic emission (AE) energy, as a function of stress and time, from an
increasing-amplitude, cyclic stressing experiments on a dry sample of EB. Solid circles
indicate the points at which AE activity recommenced on each loading cycle.

Fig. 6. Photographs of: (a) an undeformed sample of EB, and (b) a sample of EB that failed
byaxial splitting after14 loadcyclesof an increasing-amplitude cyclic stressingexperiment.
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increase in Poisson's ratio than Westerly granite due to its low initial
value; the result of a high degree of pre-existing microcrack damage
present within the rock (Vinciguerra et al., 2005; Benson et al., 2006).
In contrast, Westerly granite contains a very low initial crack density
(Hadley, 1976). In general, a higher level of pre-existing crack damage
(as in our EB samples) results in a lower initial Poisson's ratio.
However, when we increase the level of crack damage through cyclic
stressing, the Poisson's ratio also increases. This appears to be a
contradiction, but it is not. The pre-existing crack damage in EB is
known to be isotropically distributed (Vinciguerra et al., 2005; Benson
et al., 2006). Therefore, radial cracks oriented sub-normal to the
direction of the applied stress are easily closed when that stress is first
applied. This leads to a relatively low radial strain and a low initial
Poisson's ratio. By contrast, when the stress is high enough to generate
new cracks, these are preferentially oriented parallel to the applied
stress (i.e. axially). They therefore open easily when stress is re-
applied on the next loading cycle, leading to a high radial strain and a
high Poisson's ratio. The same conclusion was drawn by Heap and
Faulkner (2008) in their study of cyclic loading of Westerly granite.

In our experiments we observe no significant difference in the
evolution of elastic moduli with increasing damage between dry and
wet samples of EB. Wet samples are considered to be more relevant to
field observations (Vinciguerra et al., 2006) where rocks are expected
to be saturated in the sub-surface. Furthermore, it is well-known that
the values of elastic moduli are frequency dependent (e.g. Vinciguerra
et al., 2006). Therefore, fluid saturation has a significant influence on
dynamic elastic moduli measured at ultrasonic frequencies (Winkler
and Murphy, 1995; Vinciguerra et al., 2006), due to rapid energy
dissipative mechanisms such as ‘fluid squirt’. However, in our
experiments, where we have measured static elastic moduli at a
frequency some nine orders of magnitude lower than ultrasonic
frequencies, we would only expect water-saturation to affect the
mechanical/elastic behaviour of the rock through the law of effective
stress. However, that law has no effect on the results of our
experiments because they were conducted at atmospheric pressure
without a pressurized pore fluid.

Previous AE studies of cracking in rocks have demonstrated that, in
general, new microcrack damage is generated only once the previous
maximum stress has been exceeded during cyclic loading. This
phenomenon was first reported in metals (Kaiser, 1953) and is now
known as the Kaiser ‘stress-memory’ effect (see reviews by Holcomb,
1993; Lockner, 1993; Lavrov, 2003). However, Fig. 8 shows that, in our
experiments, AE output re-commenced during any loading cycle at
the same level of stress that it ceased during the unloading portion
of the previous cycle. We do not therefore see a classical manifestation
of the Kaiser stress-memory effect. Since the samples were not held at
the maximum stress on any cycle for any extended period of time,
crack damage did not have time to equilibrate to the level of applied



Fig. 10. Evolution of static elastic moduli during an increasing-amplitude, cyclic
stressing experiment on a sample of EB that had previously been thermally stressed to
900 °C.

Fig. 9. Results from a cyclic stressing experiment on a dry sample of EB in which the
maximum stress in each cycle has been randomly selected to be either higher or lower
than that of the previous cycle: (a) output of AE energy, and (b) evolution of elastic
moduli.
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stress. Consequently, time-dependent subcritical cracking continues
during a small portion of the unloading part of that cycle.

However, during the complex pattern of stressing that can act over
extended time within volcanic edifices, the stress acting on the rock
during any loading/pressurization cycle may not necessarily exceed
that during the previous cycle. Under these circumstances, the Kaiser
effect would predict that no further crack damage would be generated
in those cycles where the stress did not exceed the previous
maximum. We have therefore performed stress-cycling experiments
in which the maximum stress in each cycle has been randomly
selected to be either higher or lower than that of the previous cycle, in
order to gain a better understanding of this more realistic scenario. In
this case we observed a more complex manifestation of the Kaiser
effect, as expected, where significant AE output in any cycle was only
observed when the stress in that cycle exceeded the maximum stress
on any previous cycle (as shown in Fig. 9a). The evolution of the elastic
moduli for this experiment, calculated exactly as previously described,
is shown in Fig. 9b. It is clear that changes in the elastic moduli are
only observed during cycles that are accompanied by AE output, and
inwhich themaximum stress exceeded that on any previous cycle.We
therefore suggest that, in nature, only those stress episodes that are
accompanied by volcano-seismicity will result in extra damage to the
edifice and lead to changes in elastic moduli and seismic velocities. A
number of specific mechanisms have been proposed for the origin of
volcano-tectonic earthquakes (e.g. Hill, 1977; Ukawa and Tsukahara,
1996; Roman and Cashman, 2006). However, our interpretation is
consistent with all of these, and also with detailed seismological
studies at Mt. Etna volcano over many years which demonstrate that
volcano-tectonic events occur before and during flank eruptions,
involving fracturing and dyke propagation (Bonaccorso et al., 1996,
2004b), but that no volcano-tectonic events are observed before and
during summit eruptions, which occur along open conduits (Lom-
bardo and Cardaci, 1994).

The brittle response of the volcanic edifice to the stress induced by
dyke propagation also needs to take account of any elevated
temperature and/or temperature fluctuation linked to magma intru-
sion. However, previouswork onEB (Vinciguerra et al., 2005) concluded
that thermal stressing did not lead to the creation of further crack
damage if the temperature did not exceed that already experienced by
the rock during the process of cooling from a lava flow. For example,
Vinciguerra et al. (2005) reported no significant change from ambient
temperature values of P-wave velocity, S-wave velocity or fluid
permeability in samples of EB that were thermally stressed to 300°,
600° and 900 °C. This is, in essence, a manifestation of the thermal
equivalent of the Kaiser effect seen in mechanical stressing.

Nevertheless, we have performed stress cycling experiments on
thermally-stressed samples of EB in order to ascertain if the above
observation for physical and transport properties also holds for
mechanical and elastic properties. Samples were heated in a tube
furnace at a constant rate of 1 °C/min to 900 °C, held at that
temperature for one hour to equilibrate, and then cooled to ambient
temperature at the same rate. Results from a cyclic-stressing
experiment on a heat-treated sample are shown in Fig. 10, and should
be compared with the data of Fig. 7. Overall, the results are very
similar; both in the absolute values of the Young's modulus and
Poisson's ratio and in their changes during stress cycling. For example,
over 13 stress cycles the Young's modulus of the heat-treated sample
decreased by 30%; the same change observed for the untreated
samples (Fig. 7). During the same experiment, the Poisson's ratio of
the heat-treated sample increased by 0.33; a little more than the
increase of 0.29 observed for the non-heat-treated samples, and likely
due to the slightly lower starting value of Poisson's ratio for the heat-
treated sample.

Overall, our observations of changes in elasticmoduli during cyclic-
stressing of heat-treated EB samples are in agreement with the
observations of changes in physical and transport properties reported
by Vinciguerra et al. (2005). That is, that thermal stressing up to 900 °C
does not induce any new crack damage into samples of EB, and hence
does not induce any significant change in the response to mechanical
loading. This is consistent with the observation that during the final
stages of dyke intrusion (higher temperatures and lower pressures),
only low magnitude earthquakes occur, while during the early stages
of intrusion (lower temperatures and higher pressures) activation of
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focal volumes and brittle deformation of the volcanic pile is observed,
indicated by higher magnitude volcano-tectonic events (Patanè et al.,
2004 and references therein). It should be noted, however, that during
extended periods of volcano quiescence, elevated temperatures could
lead to time-dependent healing of some of the microcrack damage
caused by the cyclic stressing, and thus at least partially re-set the clock
(see e.g., Hickman and Evans, 1987).

The changes in static elastic moduli observed during our experi-
ments are large. However, large changes in elastic wave velocities are
also observed in volcanic rocks upon the introduction of new crack
damage (Vinciguerra et al., 2005; Stanchits et al., 2006). For example,
Vinciguerra et al. (2005) report a 40% decrease in the P-wave velocity
of initially undamaged Seljadur basalt after thermal stressing to
900 °C. The variation in static elastic moduli is currently unknown for
volcanic edifices, since in-situ measurements are inevitably dynamic
values derived from seismic wave velocities, and it has long been
recognized that elastic moduli values are frequency dependent
(Simmons and Brace, 1965; Cheng and Johnston, 1981; Eissa and
Kazi, 1989; Ciccotti and Mulargia, 2004; Ciccotti et al., 2004) due to
intrinsic anelasticity. We suggest that static moduli are more
representative than dynamic moduli in modelling the deformation
of volcanic edifices, because the pre-eruptive deformation of such
edifices proceeds quasi-statically rather than dynamically (e.g.
Kilburn, 2003). Furthermore, our static moduli measurements are
made on laboratory samples that are extensively damaged during our
experiments. Hence our measurements are characteristic of the whole
sample. By contrast, dynamic measurements calculated from elastic
wave velocities through volcanic edifices are average values for the
whole edifice. Since only a small proportion of the total volume of the
edifice is likely to be damaged by new crack growth during any
pressurization cycle, we would only expect commensurately smaller
changes in the average dynamic moduli. We also note that our results
exhibit very similar trends to those previously published by Heap
and Faulkner (2008) and Eberhardt et al. (1999) who used similar
techniques.

5. Conclusions

(1) We have demonstrated that cyclic stressing significantly
changes the static elastic moduli of EB. In all cases where the
maximum stress was increased in successive cycles, the
Young's modulus is seen to decrease by about 30% and the
Poisson's ratio to increase by a factor of 3±0.5. These changes
are attributed to an increase in the level of crack damage with
increasing stress in each cycle.

(2) AE (micro-seismicity) output is seen to re-commence during
any loading cycle at the same level of stress at which it ceased
during the unloading portion of the previous cycle. Where the
stress in any loading cycle does not reach that at which AE
ceased in the preceding cycle, then no further AE output is
observed and the elastic moduli do not change. We therefore
conclude that no further crack damage is created during these
cycles. We further suggest that, in nature, only those stress
episodes that are accompanied by volcano-seismicity will
result in extra damage to the edifice and lead to changes in
elastic moduli and seismic velocities. This suggestion is in
agreement with the results of long-term seismological mon-
itoring at Mt. Etna volcano (Lombardo and Cardaci, 1994;
Bonaccorso et al., 1996, 2004a,b).

(3) We also find that slow thermal stressing of EB samples to 900 °C
does not result in any increase in crack damage or degradation
of elastic moduli. These observations are entirely in agreement
with the experimental observations of no changes in physical
and transport properties of thermally stressed EB reported by
Vinciguerra et al. (2005), and with the seismological data
reported by Patanè et al. (2004).
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